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Abstract
In this work, we propose a novel end-to-end sinkhorn autoencoder with noise
generator for efficient data collection simulation. Simulating processes that aim at
collecting experimental data is crucial for multiple real-life applications, including
nuclear medicine, astronomy and high energy physics. Contemporary methods,
such as Monte Carlo algorithms, provide high-fidelity results at a price of high
computational cost. Multiple attempts are taken to reduce this burden, e.g. using
generative approaches based on Generative Adversarial Networks or Variational
Autoencoders. Although such methods are much faster, they are often unstable in
training and do not allow sampling from an entire data distribution. To address
these shortcomings, we introduce a novel method dubbed end-to-end Sinkhorn
Autoencoder, that leverages sinkhorn algorithm to explicitly align distribution
of encoded real data examples and generated noise. More precisely, we extend
autoencoder architecture by adding a deterministic neural network trained to map
noise from a known distribution onto autoencoder latent space representing data
distribution. We optimise the entire model jointly. Our method outperforms
competing approaches on a challenging dataset of simulation data from Zero Degree
Calorimeters of ALICE experiment in LHC. as well as standard benchmarks, such
as MNIST and CelebA.
1 Introduction
Multiple real-life applications rely heavily on detailed simulations of ongoing processes, from atomic
structures in nuclear medicine (e.g. tomography) [36] or genetcis [20], to astrophysics [41]. This
is also true for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [12] – one of the biggest scientific programmes
currently being carried out worldwide. In the LHC two beams of particles are accelerated to the
ultra-relativistic energies and brought to collide. In such environment, high energy density leads to
the appearance of very rare phenomena. To understand these processes, physicists compare recorded
data with accurate theoretical models simulations. Currently employed simulation techniques use
complex Monte Carlo processing in order to compute all possible interactions between particles and
matter. Such an approach produces accurate results at the expense of high computational cost.
Therefore multiple attempts are taken to speed up this processing, including those that leverage state
of the art generative models [10, 22, 29] such as Generative Adversarial Networks [17] (GANs) or
Variational Autoencoders [24] (VAE).
While above methods are much faster than standard simulations, they suffer from the limitations
of generative models. In principle training of Generative Adversarial Networks is often unstable
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Figure 1: Schematic visualisation of end-to-end sinkhorn autoencoder processing (left). TSNE
visualisation of latent space for mnist dataset (right). Our conditional e2e sinkhorn autoencoder (top)
and conditional VAE (bottom). Our model does not restrict latent space to the normal distribution,
therefore classes may be even linearly separable.
and may result in limited quantitative properties [4, 5]. On the other hand, Variational autoencoders
converge much better, however they also provide worse alignment between original data distribution
and generated one. Because of the maximum likelihood approximation and sampling from enforced
distribution, generative models based on autoencoders have both visual and statistical problems with
reconstructing the original data distribution.
To stabilise the training of GANs, in [3] authors propose to substitute KL divergence with Wasserstein
distance. Since it was proven to be more reliable a new model dubbed Wasserstein Autoencoder
(WAE) [37] was proposed, where the same metric is used to regularise distribution of data in
autoencoder’s latent space. In WAE authors employed two different methods to calculate wasserstein
distance – MMD and adversarial critic. While original processing of WAE provides high quality
results, a new autoencoder based architectures such as Sliced Wasserstein Autoencoder [25] or
Sinkhorn Autoencoder [30] introduce faster non-adversarial wasserstein distance approximations.
Thanks to the autoencoder based processing, denoted techniques provide stable training. However,
they require significant regularisation on the original autoencoder’s latent space, which enables
sampling from parametrised distribution. This regularisation enforces encoding in a particular
hyperspace which often leads to limited representation capabilities. In particular, commonly used
Normal distribution hinders linear separability of different components of complex distribution [16].
It also does not allow sparse representation obtained via relu activation [38].
To address these shortcomings we propose a new generative model build on top of the sinkhorn
autoencoder [30]. Instead of restricting autoencoder to encode examples on the parametrised distribu-
tion, we approximate it with explicit noise generator implemented through additional deterministic
neural network, as presented in Fig. 1. We input noise from a known distribution (e.g. Normal) to
this network and encode it to follow distribution of real data in autoencoder’s latent space. Although
such approach allows us to generate new data samples from a parametrised distribution, thanks to
additional neural network we do not regularise our encoders latent space with such constrainsIn our
approach we only require that autoencoder’s latent space can be approximated with a non-linear
mapping, from a known distribution. This is a much softer assumption than the one present in current
solutions.To our knowledge our end to end sinkhorn autoencoder is the first generative autoencoder
without explicit constraint on the latent space.
Problem of constrained autoencoder latent space is even more evident in conditional generative
models, as it hinders separation based on a priori information. Currently proposed conditional
generative models such as conditional VAE [35] include additional a priori parameters to the encoder
and decoder. At the same time condVAE regularises latent space to follow normal distribution.
Therefore model learns to encode information related to classes only in encoder and decoder, while
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in latent space all of the examples are shuffled into a single manifold as presented in Fig. 1. This
behaviour limits classes separation, since they have to be learned in decoder from one common
continuous distribution.
In this work we introduce conditional version of our solution. Contrary to prior methods, we do not
input conditional parameters into encoder and decoder. We allow autoencoder to encode different
classes in different areas of latent space, while we match them with conditional noise generator. Such
an approach, is more suitable for different (e.g. imbalanced) conditional classes. It allows to encode
data into more natural, disentangled representation with clear classes separation as depicted in figure
Fig. 1.
We evaluate the quality of our standard and conditional end-to-end sinkhorn autoencoder with
commonly used benchmark datasets, such as MNIST [26] and CelebA [28], and achieve state-of-
the-art results. To show generalisation of our solution we then apply the processing to the problem
of fast simulation of particle showers in High Energy Physics. We show that our method allows to
generate high-quality caloremeter responses and significant coverage in original data distribution.
The superiority of our model is even more pronounced on this dataset.
The main contributions of this work are:
• Introduction of a new non-adversarial end-to-end generative model with explicit noise
generator.
• New conditional generative model based on an autoencoder architecture which on the
contrary to the currently employed models leave the structure of autoencoder’s latent space
intact.
The remainder of this work is organised as follows. In Sec. 2 we describe related works in the field
of autoencoding generative modelling and fast simulations for HEP. Sec. 3 outlies our end-to-end
sinkhorn autoencoder method followed by its conditional version. We conclude this work in Sec. 4,
with experiments on MNIST, CelebA and HEP datasets and description of potential further studies.
2 Related work
Traditional autoencoder architecture is a method commonly used for dimensionality reduction [40],
representation learning [39] or anomalies detection [33] (also in HEP [31]). Its direct application
in generative modelling is hard because of the natural tendency to encode examples into complex
latent space. Without regularisation such encoding often results in non-overlapping distribution with
discontinuities as in Fig. 1. While it allows for accurate reconstructions it makes sampling from a
latent space nearly impossible.
Therefore different generative models based on autoencoders are trained to regularise encoder so that
the latent space is continuous and follows a parameterised distribution. Authors of the first in the
field Variational Autoencoder [24] propose regularisation on latent space based on KL divergence
DKL(PX , PZ), where PX is the original encoded data distribution, and PZ is the prior distribution.
In practice, for PZ authors propose Gaussian generators. Wasserstein Autoencoders [37] changes the
regularisation objective from KL divergence to wasserstein distance. In this work authors introduce
two possible methods for application of wasserstain distance on autoencoder’s latent space. First
one is based on the maximum mean discrepancy [18] (MMD) technique, while second one similarly
to [3] uses neural network as a critic. However, following [24], authors also use Gaussian generators
as priors. In our end-to-end sinkhorn autoencoder we benefit from the processing of those standard
models. However, we use faster and more stable approximations of wasserstein distance and we do
not regularise autoencoder’s latent space to the prior distribution.
Sliced Wasserstein Autoencoder [25] proposes to substitute MMD with approximation obtained by
cumulative distribution of one-dimensional distances. This solution is much simpler, but as reported
in [30] it results in lower diversity of generated results. Therefore, we build our model on top of
Sinkhorn Autoencoder [30]. In [30] authors use yet another wasserstein distance approximation based
on the sinkhorn algorithm [9].As in previous attempts VAE or WAE, sinkhorn autoencoder maps
original data encodings to the selected prior PZ . In particular, in [30] authors experiment with normal
and hypersphere prior. In this work we benefit from sinkhorn autoencoder’s analysis to investigate
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further, proposed by the authors sweet-spot for generative atuoencoding research. However, instead
of regularising latent space with a prior we converge to it with a trainable noise generator.
We introduce our model together with its application for the problem of calorimeters response
simulations. Majority of current works in this field focus on GAN architectures, like a very first
CaloGAN [29] or [22]. In those works authors adapt conditional DCGAN [32] architecture. We
tackle the same problem from different perspective using autoencoding generative model. Therefore,
in Sec. 4 we compare our results to the DCGAN model which is a basis of above solution.
3 Sinkhorn autoencoder with noise generator
In this section we describe our new end-to-end sinkhorn autoencoder generative model. At first
we depict its general topology, then we examine three parts of final model optimisation objective:
reconstruction loss, sinkhorn loss on latent space and regularisations. Finally we introduce conditional
version of our model.
In Sinkhorn Autoencoder work [30] authors introduce a generative model framework in which they
employ sinkhorn algorithm to match autoencoder’s latent space with known distribution. In our
work we leverage this analysis and present an extended version of this method with trainable prior
approximator dubbed noise generator. We implement it through deterministic neural network.With
such approach we can use gradient obtained from sinkorn loss to simultaneously train encoder and
noise generator to converge into similar distribution on the latent space.
Figure 2: Architecture of the sinkhorn autoencoder with neural network as an explicit noise generator.
Red arrows indicate the gradient flow. Reconstruction Loss L2 is backpropagated through decoder
and encoder, while sinkhorn loss L1 is propagated in two directions to encoder and noise generator.
Encoder network is optimised with a sum of L1 and L2 losses.
In Fig. 2 we demostrate the general layout of our solution. It consists of three neural networks
– encoder, decoder and noise generator. As presented in Fig. 2, loss of our model composes of
two main terms - L1 - sinkhorn loss on latent space and L2 reconstruction loss of the autoencoder.
Additionally, to prevent overfitting and promote diversity, we employ regularisations on both model
weights and autoencoder’s latent space.
3.1 Reconstruction loss
The core of our network is based on standard autoencoder, hence it follows original autoencoder
training procedure. Encoder is trained to map the original data X into the latent space E, while
decoder is optimised to reconstruct original data examples X ′. In this part we experiment with two
different losses. Standard Mean Squared Error loss MSE(X,X ′) = (X −X ′)2 is a simple choice,
but as denoted in [8] it may lead to the blurry images. Therefore, following [8] for training on certain
datasets such as CelebA, we also employ Laplacian pyramid Lap1 loss presented in below:
Lap1(x, x
′) =
∑
j
22j |Lj(x)− Lj(x′)|1 (1)
where Lj(x) is the j-th level of the Laplacian pyramid representation of x [27].
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Similarly to [8] as a final reconstruction objective we use a weighted mean of the standard mean
squared error and the Lap1 loss.
Lrecon(X,X
′) = αLap1(X,X ′) +MSE(X,X ′) (2)
where α is a scaling parameter.
3.2 Sinkhorn loss
Similarly to [30], we leverage sinkhorn algorithm [9] to regularise our latent space. However, on the
contrary to [30] we use gradient obtained from this loss to train both our encoder and noise generator
to encode/generate embeddings with the same distribution in the latent space. This computation
proceeds as follows. First, we encode the batch of original images X to obtain their encoded
representation E. At the same time we process a random vector U sampled from a known distribution
(e.g. N (0, 1)) through the noise generator. It creates noise representation E′ in the same latent space
as for encoded images.
Then we compute the distance between real data and noise embeddings. Following WGAN or WAE
architectures we could approximate this with additional neural network, but to simplify the solution
we opt for entropy regularisation of wasserstein distance implemented with sinkhorn algorithm.
For this purpose we follow [14, 15] to define the entropy regularized Optimal Transport cost with
 ≥ 0 as:
S˜c,(PX , PY ) = inf
Γ∈Π(PX ,PY )
E(X,Y )∼Γ[c(X,Y )] +  ·KL(Γ, PX ⊗ PY ). (3)
As suggested in [30] we remove the entropic bias of the above approximation with three passes of
sinkhorn algorithm, as presented below:
Sc,(PX , PY ) = S˜c, (PX , PY )− 1
2
(S˜c, (PX , PX) + S˜c, (PY , PY )) (4)
With the above equation we calculate the loss value for two representations of encoded images E
and generated noise E′ in a batch-wise manner as Sc,(E,E′). For the wasserstein cost function c
we use standard 2-Wasserstein distance with euclidean norm c(x, y) = 12 ||x− y||22. As indicated in
[14] Sc, deviates from the original Wasserstein distance by approximately O(log(1/), hence we
keep our  small to avoid the influence on network’s convergence. In practice we use the efficient
implementation of sinkhorn algorithm with GPU acceleration from GeomLoss package [13].
3.3 End-to-end sinkhorn autoencoder objective
To improve the diversity of generated images we include additional regularisation on the autoencoders
latent space. For this purpose we adapt diversity regularisation proposed in [6]. In this work authors
compute a similarity matrix SIMC to asses the diversity in the neural network’s weights according
to the cosine similarity between its different layers.
We adapt this technique in our model and measure the similarity between all of encoded real data
examples from the batch. Then, following [6] we compute the regularisation as a sum of these
similarities as presented in the equation 5:
Rs(y) = p
bs∑
i=1
bs∑
j=1,j 6=i
mi,j
(
SIMC
(
yi,y
T
j
))2
(5)
where p is a scaling factor bs is batch size and m is a binary mask variable which drops pairs below
threshold τ .
mi,j =
{
1,
∣∣SIMC (yi,yTj )∣∣ ≥ τ
0, otherwise
(6)
Additionally we also experiment with different regularisations on autoencoders weights. In our
experiments we observed better convergance with L2 regularisation on last layer of our encoder.
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Below we outline the joint loss function of our autoencoder as a sum of four elements: recon-
struction loss, sinkhorn loss between generated noise and original encoded images and additional
regularisations on network’s latent space and weights values θ.
Lsum(X) =αLrecon(X, dec(enc(X)))
+ βSc, (enc(X), gen(X ′ ∼ N (0, 1))
+ δRs(enc(X)) + γreg(θ)
(7)
3.4 Conditional Sinkhorn objective
While the goal for most applications of generative modelling is to generate more examples from a
given distribution, for certain tasks we have to include additional a priori information about simulated
data. This is also the case for HEP, where we want to simulate possible responses of calorimeter for a
given particle. For the purpose of conditional images generation we propose a simple adjustment to
the standard version of our processing presented in the previous section.
Firstly, for a given batch of samples X with corresponding conditioning variables Q we propose to
include conditional values in the noise generator as a separate input to the neural network. Thanks to
this, we change our noise generator to conditional form, since it will encode random noise E′|Q with
respect to conditional values Q. Secondly, we train the noise generator and encoder to map examples
with similar conditional values near to each other in the latent space. For that purpose, we first encode
all of the examples X into the their representation in latent space E. Then, for each example e ∈ E
we concatenate its encoding with corresponding conditional values q ∈ Q. We perform the same
operation for noise encodings E′ and their conditional parameters Q obtained from original training
data. Finally we pass concatenated vectors through the sinkhorn algorithm, calculating the loss value.
Sc,(enc(X)
_Q, gen(X ′ ∼ N (0, 1), Q)_Q) (8)
Thanks to this approach we add additional cost to the original Wassserstein objective. Specifically
this cost for the Wasserstein2 metric is the euclidean norm distance between different conditional
values. However, depending on the nature of the a priori information Q, and potential real cost of
generating samples from the distribution of wrong conditions, it might be beneficial to change it or
scale original values.
With this approach on the contrary to the other conditional generative models such as conditional
VAE or WAE, our solution leaves the original autoencoder’s latent space intact. We do not enforce it
to encode different classes into the general consistent distributionThanks to the fact that conditional
parameters are included in noise generator we can observe that autoencoder distribute different classes
in separate areas of its latent space. We compare both of exemplar latent spaces for MNIST dataset in
figure Fig. 1.
4 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate performance of our end-to-end sinkhorn autoencoder model in reference
to other generative solutions. Primarily, we compare results of our experiments to other autoencoder
based generative approaches. For that purpose we use two standard benchmarks: the MNIST dataset
of handwritten digits [26] and CelebA dataset of celebrity face images [28], cropped to 64x64 pixels.
We also evaluate different generative solutions including adversarial example of Deep Convolutional
GAN [32] on a challenging dataset of calorimeters response simulations which we call HEP. It
consists of 117817 44x44 pixels images together with 9 a priori attributes on colliding particle (mass,
momenta, charge, energy).
To assess models quality we use Fréchet inception distance (FID) introduced in [19]. As proposed
in [7] for MNIST dataset we change the original Inception neural network to LeNet based convo-
lutional classifier. While FID is criticised [34] for approximating distributions with Gaussians, we
also introduce a new measure to monitor diversity of generated examples. After computing response
from LeNet network we compare obtained distributions with wasserstein distance approximation
implemented with sinkhorn algorithm. We refer to this measurement as Sinkhorn.
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Table 1: Results comparison for conditional generative models on MNIST and HEP datasets
MNIST HEP
Model FID Sinkhorn MAE Wasserstein
cond VAE 6.61 30.13 23.13 (±65.53) 14.92
cond WAE (MMD) 34.73 30.44 43.54 (±55.23) 34.46
cond e2eSAE (ours) 4.11 24.92 13.50 (±29.82) 7.91
cond DCGAN 0.93 22.23 68.27 (±180.45) 6.95
original data 0.33 0 6.59 2.89
Figure 3: Examples of calorimeters response simulations with different methods. Although results
from GAN are visually sound with collisions, model was not able to properly capture relations from
conditional values. Our solution did not reproduce all of residual values, it outperformed other
methods in terms of accuracy for the most significant centre of collision.
For HEP dataset we benefit from the simulation nature of the data to asses its quality on the basis of
the physical properties of generated output. According to the specification [11], we compute a sum
of specific pixels of generated image dubbed channels, which represent simulated collision. Then we
compare the distance between generated results and ground truth values from real simulations. This
allows us to measure how accurate our model is in terms of data generation with respect to conditional
values. Additionally we measure quality of reconstructing full spectrum of channel values. For this
purpose we measure Wasserstein distance between original and generated channels distribution.
In our experiments we follow networks architectures proposed in Wasserstein Autoencoder [37].
Therefore for CelebA dataset we use convolutional deep neural network with 4 convolu-
tional/deconvolutional layers for both encoder and decoder with 5x5 filters. Additionally we use
batch normalisation [21] after each convolutional layer. For our noise generator we use simple fully
connected network with 3 hidden layers and ReLU activations. We optimise our networks with
Adam [23] in batches of 1000 examples.1
As presented in in Tab. 1, our conditional model outperforms other non-adversarial solutions on
both MNIST and HEP datasets. As shown in Fig. 3, HEP dataset remains challenging for all
generative models. For VAE we can see the outcome of regularisation with normal distribution.
Although our solution does not provide results as visually attractive as conditional DCGAN, it better
captures relations between conditional parameters. We believe this is because of the specific nature
of simulations which allows unlimited values for pixels.
1Code for experiments is available at https://github.com/ulr_hidden_for_review_process
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4: TSNE visualisation of generated examples (blue) and original mnist data (red), processed
through LeNet network. DCGAN reproduces the whole data distribution well, while VAE additionally
produces images from outside of real data distribution. Our solution (right) generates only examples
within true data distribution but does not properly reproduce the whole variety.
For MNIST, we also visually analyse coverage of data distribution for evaluated methods. As
presented in TSNE visualisation of LeNet penultimate layer activations in Fig. 4, our method has
better coverage of original data then other autoencoder based approaches. As depicted in Fig. 4(c),
our model does not produce examples outside of original data distribution. On the other hand, results
from the well trained adversarial model (Fig. 4(a)) better overlaps with full data distribution of
MNIST dataset.
On CelebA dataset as demonstrated in table 6 our method outperforms other competitive autoencoder
based solutions. As displayed in figure Fig. 5 our end-to-end sinkhorn autoencoder generates visually
sharp images with high variance.
Figure 5: Samples of generated images from model trained
on CelebA dataset. Our model is capable of generating
diverse, high quality images without blurred effect.
Figure 6: Results comparison on
CelebA dataset. For competitive solu-
tions we include the best of reported
result.
CelebA
Model FID
VAE 55
WAE (MMD) 55
SWAE 64
SAE (H) 56
e2e SAE (ours) 54.5
5 Conclusions
In this work, we introduced a new generative model based on autoencoder architecture. Contrary
to contemporary solutions, our end-to-end sinkhorn autoencoder does not enforce encoding on any
paremetrised distribution. In order to learn distribution of standard autoencoder we converge to it
with additional deterministic neural network, which we train together with autoencoder. We show that
our solution outperforms other comparable approaches on benchmark datasets as well as challenging
dateset of calorimeter response simulations. We postulate that processing proposed in this work may
also be used with other metrics between probability distribution.
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Broader Impact
Large Hadron Collider is stepping into the new era. During long shutdown till 2021 a lot of
components change in order to improve performance of the collider. E.g. After the next start of
operation in 2021, ALICE should be able to register 3 orders of magnitude more collision than its
current capabilities (from 50 Hz to 50 kHz) [1, 2].
At the same time currently employed Monte Carlo based simulations require high computational
resources, hence they already occupy 50-70% of all CERN computing power worldwide. Therefore
major changes are needed in terms of true data simulation techniques in order to follow LHC technical
upgrades.
Development of fast simulation tools is crucial the for whole branch of High Energy Physics. However,
exactly the same techniques may also be used in the nuclear medicine treatment. Furthermore, other
disciplines may also take advantage of the fundamental research conducted in HEP experiments.
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Appendix
In this appendix we attach high quality generations for CelebA dataset as well as additional examples
from MNIST dataset which are not included in the original article.
(a) (b)
Figure 7: Samples of generated numbers from the model trained on MNIST dataset(left) and
interpolation between different classes(right). Our conditional end-to-end sinkhorn autoencoder
creates various images. During interpolation it does not create examples from outside of original
classes even for invalid conditional parameters.
Figure 8: TSNE visualisation of our end to end sinkhorn autoencoder’s latent space trained on MNIST
dataset – original values (red) and noise generated with properly trained noise generator (blue). As
visible, deterministic neural network trained with sinkhorn loss was able to properly learn mapping
between normal noise and real data examples representation on latent space.
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Figure 9: Samples of generated images from model trained on CelebA dataset. Our model is capable
of generating diverse, high quality images without blurred effect.
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